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Abstract
A novel implementation of code based cryptography (Cryptocoding) technique
for multi-layer key distribution scheme is presented. VLSI chip is designed for
storing information on generation of round keys. New algorithm is developed
for reduced key size with optimal performance. Error Control Algorithm is
employed for both generation of round keys and diffusion of non-linearity
among them. Two new functions for bit inversion and its reversal are developed
for cryptocoding. Probability of retrieving original key from any other round
keys is reduced by diffusing nonlinear selective bit inversions on round keys.
Randomized selective bit inversions are done on equal length of key bits by
Round Constant Feedback Shift Register within the error correction limits of
chosen code. Complexity of retrieving the original key from any other round
keys is increased by optimal hardware usage. Proposed design is simulated and
synthesized using VHDL coding for Spartan3E FPGA and results are shown.
Comparative analysis is done between 128 bit Advanced Encryption Standard
round keys and proposed round keys for showing security strength of proposed
algorithm. This paper concludes that chip based multi-layer key distribution of
proposed algorithm is an enhanced solution to the existing threats on
cryptography algorithms.
Keywords: Enhanced Hamming code, Error control algorithm, Cryptography,
Reduced key distribution, Cryptocoding.

1. Introduction
Secured data storage and transformation methods have attained more developments
in many decades [1-3]. Simultaneously, threats [4-6] to the existing cryptography
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techniques [7, 8] have reached the same scale due to the mathematical
advancements in mathematical applications to computer technologies. Recent
developments in Quantum Theory [9] for speedy mathematical calculations will
require new dimensions in present cryptography algorithms. Advanced computers
that can process millions of key iterations per second will break the existing
cryptosystems [5]. Code based cryptosystems [10] are entirely different from the
custom cryptography techniques [1, 11]. Lattice-based cryptosystems [12] and Code
based cryptography (Crypto coding) are some survival candidates [9] after
successful implementation of quantum theory. This paper describes a usage of Code
based Cryptography (cryptocoding) for alternative round keys generation technique
in cryptography algorithms.
The conventional way of transferring the secret message over wireless
communication channel is composed of error control and cryptography [13]
techniques. The properties and behaviour of these two methods are entirely
different. A good encryption algorithm will diffuse high non-linearity on
original message due to channel error. But an efficient error control algorithm
will restore the original message from channel error. Some theoretical
relationships between coding theory and cryptography have been expressed
[14]. Present advancement in integrated digital systems drives the need for
combining coding and cryptography functions under one roof without
sacrificing reliable security and error control. This will reduce the considerable
amount of hardware on Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC).
Cryptocoding [15] is an art of combining the channel coding and cryptography
functions into a single algorithm.
In this paper, a novel technique for generation of round keys by syndrome
based cryptosystems is proposed. The complete design is simulated using
Xilinx ISE tool and implemented on Spartan3E (XC3S500E-PQG208) FPGA
device. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes choice
of hamming code among other codes, Section 3 describes experimental
framework for proposed design, Section 4 describes the VLSI implementation
of the proposed design and the comparative analysis of design results with
Advanced Encryption Standard and Section 5 describes the conclusion on the
proposed design.

2. Choice of Hamming Code for the Proposed Design
In digital data communication, even a single bit error due to channel noise is
not compromised. An efficient error control coding must have more number
of error control capability with in the minimum code word size. In an
efficient cryptography algorithm, a single bit error caused by the intruder
must propagate high level of nonlinear bit diffusion within the minimum
cipher text size. A code word must provide linear cyclic properties for its
error control algorithm. A cipher text should not provide linear cyclic
properties in its algorithm.

2.1. Choice of error control code for cryptocoding
For cryptocoding application, the choice of code depends on its linear and
cyclic behaviour. An enhanced hamming code is developed as shown in Fig. 1.
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Also, Fig. 2 shows the formation of (28, 16) Enhanced Hamming Code by
selectively combining the parity bits with their message bits. Each 7 bit code
word of (7, 4) hamming code would exhibit linear and cyclic properties for its
error correction. However, concatenation of these code words (Enhanced word)
would not exhibit any mathematical properties. As shown in Fig. 3, Enhanced
words are not bounded by any linear or cyclic behaviour. These dual properties
of Enhanced words of Enhanced Hamming code (EH code) are effectively used
for doing cryptocoding.

Fig. 1. (28, 16) Enhanced Hamming Code Formation Scheme.

Fig. 2. Selective Bit Placement on (28, 16) Enhanced Hamming Code.
An optimal cryptography algorithm requires large amount of diffusion by bit
inversion within the minimum word size. This requirement is improved by EH
code other than existing codes as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparative Analysis of the Proposed
EH Code with other Codes for Different Block Size.
No. of bits
available
for
inversion
and
correction
1
2
3
4

Cyclic
code [16]
over
GF(21)
(7, 4)
(15,7)
-----------

Required Block size over GF(21)
BCH code [16]
RS code [16]
GF(23)

GF(24)

GF(23)

GF(24)

----------(21,12)
------

---------------(60,44)

----------(21,15)
------

---------------(60,52)

Propos
ed EH
code
over
GF(21)
-----(14, 8)
(21,12)
(28, 16)

A (28, 16) EH code has the capacity to correct any 4 bits on 28 bit size. In
particular, as shown in Fig. 2. Selective bit placement among 28 bit word will
provide 4 bit burst diffusion and correction. For the same 4 bit correction
capacity, Reed Solomon code [17] and BCH code take 60 bits. Burst error
correction capacity of the enhanced code depends on the correct reassembling of
the original enhanced code at the decoder to apply error control algorithm.
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2.2. Non mathematical properties of enhanced Hamming codes
It has been proved that, for any linear cyclic block code, there is an algorithm to
correct the limited number of errors on its code words. Therefore, all the
possible 256 combinations of (14, 8) enhanced hamming code from code words
of (7, 4) hamming code is constructed to analysis its mathematical properties.
Some of combinations of different Enhanced code words are shown in Fig. 3
illustrative purpose.

Fig. 3. Some Words of Enhanced Hamming Codes Scheme.
The mathematical analysis of each word in the above combination reveals
that these set of words are not obeyed to the linear and cyclic properties. That
is modulo-2 addition of any two words in Fig. 3 will not produce any other
word of Enhanced Hamming code. Also, cyclic shift of any word will not
produce any other word in an enhanced hamming code. According to the
coding theory, any set of words that are not bounded by the linear and cyclic
properties would not have an efficient algorithm for its error correction. These
non-mathematical properties of the Enhanced hamming code is effectively
used to do the cryptography application on the above set of words by
making deliberate errors on them to dilute the originality of the initial
key information.

3. Experimental Framework for Proposed Round Keys Generation
Technique
Encryption and Decryption technique of any cryptography algorithm is
publically made available. But, the strength and reliability of these algorithm
are totally depends on its non-linearity property between message (plain) text
and cipher text. So, choice of key size and number of round key generations are
more significance in modern cryptographic techniques. However, researchers
are always looking for efficient cryptography algorithm with minimal key size
[18] to ease the implementation of cryptosystems without compromising
on security. The non-linearity property is also diffused among the round keys
as well as between message and cipher text to maintain the hardness
on cryptanalysis.
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3.1. Choice of initial key size (Kin)
In our proposed design, input key size is chosen as 72 bits. Table 2 shows the
constant values for proposed cryptocoding. The input key size is expanded to 128
bit by using enhanced hamming code as shown in Table 3. This is achieved by
selective bit concatenation of parity bits to the original key bits.

3.2. Choice of initial round constant values (Rin)
There are two nonlinear functions ƒ (R, Б) and ƒ(k) are employed in proposed
algorithm. Round constants for the function ƒ(R, Б) are taken from syndrome
table of the chosen hamming code. Error control algorithm of chosen block
code is used for the function ƒ(Kr) in the proposed design. Table 2 is syndrome
table of (7, 4) hamming code for the one bit error correction. This syndrome is
selectively diffused to the extended key (Бr) bits within the error correcting
limits of the code.
Table 2. Selective Round Constant Values for the Function ƒ (Rr, Бr).
Syndrome based
Round Constants
Binary
Hexadecimal
Form
Form
0000001
0000010
0000100
0001000
0010000
0100000
1000000

01
02
04
08
10
20
40

Selective Bit inversion logic for the function
ƒ(Rr, Бr)
Бr (b127,b126, b127,b126,b125,…………………………,b3,b2,b1,b0)
XOR
R r(0,0,r126,r125,r124,……………………………………..,r3,r2,r1,r0)
ƒ (Rr, Бr) = Kr = [Бr XOR Rr]

Initial key size is formed by concatenation of all syndrome values. Therefore
initial round constant is 49 bits of concatenation as “01020408102040”. This is
further extended to 128 bit values as shown in Fig. 4.

3.3. Initial key bits expansion technique ƒ (Kin)
In our design, 72 bit key size is used as initial key (kin). This is extended to 128
bit initial key size (K0) by (7, 4) hamming code encoding algorithm. It is the first
level of non-linearity propagation in our design. There are 18 four bit blocks in 72
bits. Each four bit block is concatenated with 3 redundancy bits. Two parity check
bits are selectively placed on the 128 bit extended key as shown in Table 3.
Selective bit placements are used to improve the non-linearity between initial 72
bit key and extended 128 bit key.
Table 3. Key Bits Expansion Technique by
Generating (7, 4) Hamming Code and Even Parity Bit.
Even Parity bits
(2 bits per each
63 bits of 126)
b127
b126

Redundancy bits ( 3 bits for every 4
bits of initial key bit size)
( 54 bits)
b125 to b72
128 bit Extended key (Б) [ b127 to b0]
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3.4. Initial round constant expansion technique ƒ (Rin)
In our design, 49 bit initial round constant (Rin) is used by concatenation of
syndromes given in Table 2. This concatenation is arbitrary. It is the second level
of non-linearity propagation in our design. Rin is extended to 128 bit round
constant (R0) by randomized placement of syndrome values in the blocks B1 to
B18 as shown in Fig. 4. Each block size is 7 bit. There are 18 seven bit blocks in
126 bits. Last two parity check bits locations are filled with ‘0’ by this expansion.
These randomized syndrome placements are used to diffuse the optimal nonlinearity between the initial key with other round keys.

Fig. 4. Randomized Round Constant Bits
Expansion (R) Technique in Proposed Design.

Fig. 5. Block Diagram of Round Constant
Feedback Shift Register (7 Bit Shift Per Clock Cycle).
As shown in Fig. 5, round constant feedback shift register (RCFSR) is used to
propagate high level of non-linearity on the selective bit inversion among the
round keys by shifting the syndrome values in the extended round constant input
(R0) to any number of rotation but limited to 7 bit per shift as per the requirement
of error correction limit of (7, 4) hamming code. This procedure can be applied to
intermediate levels of round key generation to diffuse nonlinear syndrome on the
round keys. This is the third level of nonlinearity propagation in our design.

3.5. Significance and enhanced features of proposed design for cryptocoding
Initial round constant input bits (Rin) that is used in the encryption process never
required in the decryption process. However, all the 128 bit round keys utilized in
the encryption process are retrieved again in the decryption process as required by
symmetric key algorithm with aid of information stored on the memory of a VLSI chip.
In this design, as shown in Fig. 6, three nonlinear functions are employed for
each round keys generation per round. They are key bits expansion (Б) technique,
randomized round constant bits expansion (R) technique and bit inversion ƒ(R, Б)
technique. Part of the information from each round keys are taken out and stored
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in a chip. This chip is needed at the decryption process along with the 72 bit key
provided by the sender. This will provide multi-layer security for the cipher text.

3.6. Generation of round keys
From Table 3 and Fig. 4, 128 bit extended key for the Round ‘0’ (Б 0) = [b127 to
b0] and 128 bit extended Round constant (R0) = [0, 0, r126 to r0] then, key of
Round ‘0’ (K0) = ƒ (R0, Б 0). In our design, 10 round keys are generated to be
processed with message bits in each round for encryption. After the encryption in
each round, part of the key bits in the present round is stored in a chip and rest of
the bits are taken for next round key generation. At the last round, only 72 bits of
128 bit 10th round key (Kout) is sent to the receiver for decryption. However, the
chip that has partial information of each round key is needed along with the
output key (Kout) to decrypt the cipher text for retrieving the original message.

3.7. Nonlinear functions ƒ (R, Б) and ƒ(k) in proposed design
In general, modulo2 operations are used for bit inversion and reversal process for
generic cryptography applications as shown in Fig. 6. In our design, bit inversion
and reversal process are done by error control limits and error control algorithm
of the chosen code for cryptocoding as shown in Fig. 5(b). As shown in Fig. 6, the
function ƒ (Rr, Бr) uses XOR (Modulo 2) application for selective bit inversion
on round keys at encryption. But the function ƒ(Kr) uses error control algorithm
of chosen code. So, the bit reversal process is a unique procedure in our design
that is not using the XOR function at the decryption for retrieving the original
round keys.

Fig. 6. Functions of Bit Inversions and its
Reversal in Generic and Proposed Cryptocoding.

3.8. Flow charts for encryption and decryption processes of
proposed crypto coding
Figure 7 shows the flow charts for encryption and decryption using error control
algorithm for proposed design. In the encryption process, the combination of 72
bit user preferred random key set along with any 49 bit mixture arrangement of all
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syndrome based round constants shown in Table 2 is given for the initial input
round [‘0’th round]. 49 bit Round constant feedback shift register (RCFSR) is
used to shift the constants for each round to strengthen the security of the
proposed algorithm. As illustrated in section 3.6, this algorithm produces 128 bit
round key output. Among the 128 bit output, 56 bit towards the MSB side is
stored in memory chip and rest of 72 bit towards the LSB side is taken for next
input along with the predefined 49 bit constants for next round key generation.
This process can be repeated until the required numbers of round keys are
generated. In the decryption process, 72 bit partial round key towards the LSB
side among 128 bit last output along with its corresponding 56 bit partial key
stored in the memory chip is used to retrieve the previous key. This process is
repeated until the ‘0’ round key is retrieved.

Fig. 7. Flow Chart for Proposed Encryption and Decryption Process.
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4. VLSI Implementation and Comparative Analysis of Proposed
128 Bit Design with 128 bit Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) Round Keys
Figures 8 to 11 show the simulation and implementation results of the proposed
design. Table 4 shows the round keys generated by the proposed algorithm with
the 72 bit key input (Kin) as “00003050607090a0b0c” and 49 bit Round Constant
input (Rin) as “01020408102040”. Round Keys of 128bit AES algorithm [19] for
an initial key “000102030405060708090a0b0c0d0e0f” are also listed for
illustrative purpose. Security strength of any cryptography algorithm depends on
its non-linearity propagation among the encrypted words. This non-linearity can
be scaled by distance (d) of any two words of same size [14] among the all set of
words in a design. If the distance (d) is the highest value, the security strength
would be high [14].

Fig. 8. Generic Settings for FPGA Implementation of Proposed Design.

Inference of simulation outputs of proposed crypto coding
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the simulation output of the encryption and decryption
processes in proposed design respectively. In Fig. 9, as an encryption process, 128
bit input is given as a combination of 56 bit hamming code based round constant
[01020408102040 (Rin)] and 72 bit user dependent random key input
[0003050607090a0b0c (Kin)] for initial ‘0’th round key input. It produces 128 bit next
round key output as combination of 56 bit Chip based memory key 32218c10274a0c
(Mr) and 72 bit Word key 0042050e45182e8b0c (Wr). This 56 bit memory key is kept
aside for decryption process to retrieve the original key input and the present 72 bit
Word key is taken for next round 128 bit key generation along with predefined 56 bit
round constant [01020408102040 (Rin)].
In Fig. 10, as an decryption process, 128 bit ‘2’nd round key of encryption
output is taken as input with the combination of 56 bit Chip based memory key
41166ae7a80da4 (Mr) and its corresponding 72 bit Word key
0046150ec1393cc30c (Wr). It produces the 72 bit partial key
[0042050e45182e8b0c (Wr)] used in first round of encryption process among the
128 bit output. This 72 bit partial key along with its corresponding 56 bit key
from memory chip is used to previous round key. The systematic key outputs
produced for all the round is listed in Table 4.
Table 4 provides a comparative analysis between proposed algorithm and
AES algorithm. The hamming weight of a key ‘k' is defined as the number of
nonzero components of ‘k’.
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Fig. 9. Simulation Output for Round Keys
Generation Technique at Encryption Process in Proposed Design.

Fig. 10. Simulation Output for Round Keys
Generation Technique at Decryption Process in Proposed Design.

Fig. 11. Real Time Output Result on
Xilinx Spartan3E (XC3S500E-PQG208) FPGA Board.
The distance (D) of the key set is found by taking pair of keys among the set
and determining the distance between them and then repeating this for all pairs of
keys. The low distance in some key rounds of proposed algorithm can be
improved by performing multiple shifts of extended round constants in RCFSR.
The strength of the proposed algorithm mainly depends on multilayer key
distribution system and effective application of error control codes and its
algorithm as shown in Fig. 6. Table 5 shows some of the features of proposed
algorithm to support the security strength.
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Table 4. Comparative Analysis between
Proposed Algorithm and AES Algorithm.

D* = Distance between K0 and Kr; ** - Output shown on Figs. 9 and 11.

Table 5. Features Comparison between Proposed and AES Algorithms.
Sl.
No.

List of Aspects

1

Number of Protective layers

2

Mechanism of non-linearity
propagation

3

4

5

Ability to produce
difference cipher text for
same pair of message and
key
Major memory
consumption by algorithm
at Encryption
Major memory
consumption by algorithm
at Decryption

Proposed
Algorithm

Advanced Encryption
Standard

TWO
(Chip + 72 bit Key
for distribution)
Key bits expansion
technique,
Randomized round
constant bits
expansion technique
and Randomized bit
inversion technique
by RCFSR

ONE
(only one 128 bit key for
distribution)

Substitution Box, round
constant and Modulo-2
additions

YES; It can be done
by RCFSR

NO

128 bit storage for
RCFSR

2048 bit storage for Substitution
box

128 bit storage for
applying Error
Control Algorithm

2048 bit storage for Inverse
Substitution box

5. Conclusion
A novel implementation of chip based key distribution scheme using error control
algorithm was demonstrated. In this design, non-mathematical properties of
concatenated code words were employed to diffuse the non-linearity among the
round keys. Two new functions were developed for intentional bit inversion and
its reversal for proposed cryptocoding. Three different nonlinear techniques
namely selective key bits expansion technique, randomized round constant bits
expansion technique and bit inversion technique were utilized for optimal original
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key dissemination. A round constant shift register (RCFSR) was developed to
shuffle the round constant randomly as an improved performance of the hardware
to uphold reliable security on the proposed algorithm. The VLSI chip based
design was successfully implemented using VHDL hardware descriptive language
for the target device Spartan3E using Xilinx simulation tool. Simulation and on
board experimental results were shown. Comparative analysis was shown
between proposed algorithm and existing AES algorithm. Enhanced features of
proposed algorithm were shown to support the strength of proposed multi-layer
key distribution scheme.
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